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Author of “The Portal” visits Gateway students 
 

Huntington – Richard Bowker, author of 11 books including “The Portal”—read this year by sixth 
graders at Gateway Regional Middle School—visited with students on Thursday, February 16, offering 
a reading from his book and advice on becoming a lifelong writer. 
 
“You don’t get rich writing words,” Bowker said in his opening remarks. “There are people like J. K. 
Rowling and other famous authors, but the earnings are much less for most writers.” 
 
Bowker told the students that he has always been a writer, and shared a yellowed family newsletter 
that he had written as a child—complete with grammatical and spelling errors. 
 
He told students that all good books begin with a “What if?” question. In his case, he keeps repeating 
that question and delving deeper and deeper into his thinking until he has defined the plot. In the 
case of “The Portal”, Bowker recalled a time when his own children were annoyed with each other 
and with their parents. In his book, the main character is so annoyed with the people in his life that 
he finds a portal that takes him to an alternate universe, where he becomes trapped. 
 
Bowker explained that all stories are told from a point of view; “The Portal” is told from a first 
person’s point of view, in which the focus is always on what the main character (Larry) is seeing, 
feeling and thinking. 
 
He also told the students that good stories need to have conflict, threats and excitement to keep 
people reading. In science fiction, a special emphasis is on building a world that doesn’t exist, 
including the setting, characters and details. The portal brings Larry to the same country, but history 
has unfolded differently; an awful disease has set progress back centuries—there is no electricity or 
cars. Larry finds his own family in this other world but they are living in a refugee camp; Larry also 
finds his own grave in this alternate universe—which Bowker revealed in a dramatic reading from his 
book. 
 
The author also emphasized that his novels don’t fully take shape until he’s re-written them 2 or 3 
times. He is part of a writers group that reviews each others’ work and offers feedback.  
 
Students had prepared questions, such as how long it took to write the book (2 years), if he had the 
opportunity, would he make the book into a movie (yes, because that can be quite lucrative, 
although you have to be prepared to give up a lot of control of your story and characters); and what 
inspired him to write this book (for his kids, at a point where they were easily annoyed with each 
other and with their parents!). “I started writing The Portal when my kids were in school, although 
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they didn’t attend school in a building as nice as this one!” Bowker said, admiring the Gateway 
Performing Arts Center where he spoke. 
 
When asked how he named his characters, Bowker cited some rules that many writers follow: don’t 
make the names sound similar (it causes confusion for readers) and don’t pick unusual names (they 
will go stale in time); he often names his characters after his friends. 
 
Bowker has published a second book in this series called “Terra” and is working on the third book 
(“Barberica”) at this time. 
 
The visit was funded by the Gateway Education Foundation, from an application submitted by sixth 
grade teacher Matt Collins. The Gateway Education Foundation raises funds to enhance the education 
of students of the Gateway Regional School District. Since it started in 2012, the Foundation has 
funded 58 projects totaling over $36,400. Donations are tax deductible and may be made anytime by 
mailing a check payable to the Gateway Education Foundation to 12 Littleville Rd., Huntington, MA  
01050. 
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Photo: Sixth grade teacher Matt Collins 

with Richard Bowker, author of the 

book, “The Portal”. Bowker spoke with 

sixth grade students on February 16 

about being a published author, in a 

program funded by the Gateway 

Education Foundation. 


